**FRONT HALLWAY & LIVING AREA**
- Front door & doorknob cleaned
- Baseboards wiped down
- Slate floor vacuumed/washed
- Electrical panel wiped down
- Cob webs removed
- Hall closet door cleaned inside/outside
- Heat register cleaned
- Light switches & outlets cleaned
- Fireplace glass front, mantle, & trim cleaned

**KITCHEN & DINING AREA**
- Cabinets cleaned inside/outside
- Top & base of cabinets cleaned
- Drawers cleaned inside & front
- Counter tops cleaned
- Light switches & outlets cleaned
- Dishwasher cleaned inside/outside
- Clean & shine sink, faucet, & basin
- Oven, stovetop, & trays cleaned
- Oven drawer cleaned
- Oven beneath stovetop drawer
- Pull stovetop out & clean sides/bottom
- Remove & clean knobs/stove face
- Clean inside/outside of microwave
- Clean top & bottom of microwave
- Clean & dust closet shelving
- Wipe all shelving
- Wipe down baseboards
- Clean cabinets & drawers both inside & outside
- Clean windows & window sills
- Wipe down baseboards
- Open windows to clean screens
- Clean window tracks

**LAUNDRY ROOM**
- Move washer/dryer & clean debris
- Wash floor
- Wipe out dryer & scrub lint trap
- Wipe down outside washer/dryer
- Wipe outside/inside of washer & lid
- Wipe off shelving & remove cobwebs

**BATHROOM**
- Clean light switch & wall outlets
- Clean mirror
- Clean faucet
- Wipe all shelving
- Wipe down baseboards
- Clean cabinets & drawers both inside & outside
- Clean light fixtures
- Clean behind toilet
- Scrub bathtub, toilets, counters, sink & floors

**BEDROOMS**
- Clean heat register face
- Clean light switches & outlets
- Clean & dust closet shelving
- Clean windows & window sills
- Wipe down baseboards
- Open windows to clean screens
- Clean window tracks
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